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The waters of the Pacific Islands region cover an area of around 
40 million square kilometres, or around 8 per cent of the Earth’s 
surface and equivalent to about 30% of the area of the Earth’s 

land surfaces. 

Most of this area falls within the national jurisdiction of 14 
Pacific SIDS, so that they are custodians of a significant part of 
the surface of the Earth and, in particular, custodians of a large 

part of one of the Earth’s major international waters ecosystems. 

These waters at the same time divide Pacific Island communities 
across huge distances and unite them by substantial dependence 

on a shared marine environment and shared marine resources. 
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Introduction - EM & ER 
Overview

A recent cost benefit analysis study of Electronic 
Fisheries Information Systems includes reporting 
on electronic tracking, electronic monitoring and 
electronic reporting in relation to five main 
components as follows: 

⩺ Improved compliance and reporting
⩺ Improved fisheries sustainability, including non-

target species
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⩺ Improved quality in stock assessment
⩺ Improved traceability and catch quality
⩺ Improved industry conditions, including 
safety 

⩺ This paper gives consideration to items one 
and two above in the context of MCS 
implications of EFIS, most particularly 
Electronic Monitoring and Electronic 
Reporting.
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⩺Electronic monitoring (EM) is a “closed system” 
whereby a video monitoring system is used to monitor 
vessel on board activities and this data cannot be 
modified by persons on board.  

⩺On the other hand, electronic Reporting (ER) is an 
“open system” whereby persons on board are able to 
enter reporting data in prescribed formats using 
computers or tablets. 
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⩺EM is currently in very limited use (trials in Solomon 
Islands and Fiji and a rollout to a wider fishery under 
AFMA in Australia)

⩺ER advances have been more widespread, most 
particularly in the PNA purse seine fishery for both 
logsheets and observers.   

⩺EM and ER are potentially significant and integral 
components of wider Fisheries Information Systems 
such as the PNA FIMS and iFIMS, the FFA RIMF and 
SPC’s Tufman II. 
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⩺Both EM and ER are relatively new and 
quickly evolving technologies. Within the 
WCPFC ER development has been driven by 
PNG and PNAO and also by SPC and FFA. 

⩺Within PNA there are now more that 249 
purse seine vessels registered for the use of 
the FIMS system for logsheet reporting. Early 
trials are also underway for longline e-
reporting for the PNA longline VDS.  
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⩺The SPC eTuna log system has also been developed and trailed 
successfully for purse seine and longline vessels but this has yet 
to be rolled out beyond a trial stage. 

⩺PNA has also sponsored the development of e-reporting forms 
for fisheries observers whereby e-forms can be populated on 
tablets and uploaded by Observers using the hand held delorme 
inreach communicators. 

⩺There have now been over 200 Observer trips reported 
electronically involved some 150 observes. Training in the use of 
the Observer e-forms is ongoing and increasingly high levels of 
utilisation are envisaged   
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⩺ The use of e-reporting for Observers means 
that observer data can be automatically 
uploaded into the SPC TUBS database on an 
almost real time basis. 

⩺This eliminates the need for costly and time 
consuming land based data entry and 
facilitates greater potential emphasis on data 
quality and data analysis. 
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⩺For EM, the Solomons trial involved only two vessels 
with further trails underway on a limited number of 
vessels in New Caledonia. The FAO ABNJ project in 
Fiji is in its early stages of implementation and 
involves the incremental roll out of up to 40 camera 
systems on longline vessels. 

⩺The Solomons trial, supported by SPC and FFA with 
the cooperation of local industry was designed 
entirely to consider whether EM systems could meet 
the standards of the minimum data fields of WCPFC 
(ie; meet the reporting standards expected on human 
observers). 
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⩺A comprehensive report on the trial was 
prepared by SPC in 2015 with a conclusion 
that the EM system could meet the vast 
majority (but not all) of the minimum data 
fields. 

⩺Importantly, the trial confirmed that, ideally, 
office observers would comprise a team of 
experienced at sea observers skilled in 
species identification. 
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⩺During 2015, FFA supported the development of 
electronic Boarding Officer Job Aid Kit (e-BOJAK) 
software via a consultancy contract. A draft version of 
the software was delivered in early February 2016 and 
initial trials on its application will now be undertaken 
in the Solomon Islands with the assistance of MFMR. 

⩺Further development of this initiative will be subject 
to the identification of a suitable funding source as it 
is not catered for in current budgets. 



EM & ER Status 

⩺ The EM trial did not consider the MCS implications and 
applications of EM  

⩺ With the exception of PNG, most FFA members are at the 
early stage of considering how EM and ER can be 
integrated into reporting and monitoring frameworks and 
how this might be incrementally achieved both fiscally 
and in terms of human resource deployment. 

⩺ The active evolution of EM and ER is likely to continue at 
a quickening pace. The potential to have increasingly 
larger volumes of real time, entered at source data, has 
significant implications for more effective MCS and 
fisheries management. 
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⩺This includes a major change in organisational emphasis 
over time from a data collection and entry focus to data 
analysis. 

⩺Real time log sheets and observer reporting allows for 
immediate VMS referencing and identification of potential 
anomalies and issues an associated inspection and 
investigation practices. 

⩺The adoption of EM and ER programs has a significant 
potential HR element. Staff will need to be trained in 
operational systems management and systems utilisation. 
This may, be necessity include revised organisational 
structures



EM & ER - MCS
perspective  

⩺From an MCS perspective the potential benefits of 
adopting EM systems can be considered in the context of 
both longline and purse seine fisheries. 

⩺For longline, where the human observer placement is 
constrained and the target level of 5% is often not achieved, 
EM potentially offers the opportunity to significantly 
enhance coverage and enhance existing human observer 
programs. 

⩺The ability to detect interactions with ETP and sharks is 
enhanced and the level of MARPOL infringement monitoring 
is greatly enhanced  
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perspective  

⩺EM is particularly pertinent to vessels rated high on the 
compliance risk index and vessels operating and 
transhipping on the high seas. 

⩺Improved monitoring of high seas transhipment can also 
be achieved. 

⩺In addition, EM also implies a higher level of voluntary 
compliance in that the camera systems are monitoring all 
on board behaviour. EM may also be attractive to some 
vessel operators in that access to the EM footage will allow 
for their improved monitoring of vessel performance and on 
board catch management. 



EM & ER – MCS
perspective  

⩺ For purse seine fisheries where we already have 100% 
human Observer coverage in the WCPFC, there are also 
some additional advantages to having parallel EM systems. 

⩺An improved capacity to monitor fishing days and non 
fishing days and an enhanced ability to track FAD 
interactions and ETP interactions. 

⩺Instances of Observer harassment can be better tracked 
and accusations of Observer bribery better monitored. From 
the vessel operators perspective, there are useful OSH 
implications.  



EM & ER – MCS
perspective  

⩺For ER, the potential MCS benefits are significant primarily 
relating to the benefits of real time reporting of logsheets 
and observer reports and the ability to immediately cross 
check with VMS and look for anomalies. 

⩺ER also eliminates the need for costly and time 
consuming shore based data entry.

⩺There is also enhanced potential within fisheries 
administrations to move towards a more significant 
organisational emphasis on data analysis and associated 
investigation. 



EM & ER – MCS
perspective  

⩺The Fisheries Observer e-reporting framework and the use of the in-
reach provides a new level of safety and confidentiality for Observers 
with alert notifications built into the in-reach. 

⩺This eliminates the need for an Observer to confront vessel crew in 
relation to any on board incident. The incident is logged confidentially 
and can be taken up with the vessel lands and in debriefing. 

⩺EM and ER systems will feed into wider Information Systems (IMS, 
FIMS, RIMF) which provide enhanced mechanisms to support 
traceability and e-CDS as it is developed and comes on line. This 
strengthens the catch certification process and contributes to much 
improved capacity to monitor IUU.  



EM & ER – MCS
perspective  

⩺The application of EM and ER systems in a 
prosecutorial sense will require administrations to 
ensure that their legal frameworks take sufficient 
account of wording that allows for the admissibility 
of electronic evidence and prosecutorial utilisation.

⩺This matter is comprehensively discussed in the 
WWF Cost Benefit Study.   



EM & WR Options  

⩺ Member countries need to consider the extent to which 
they embrace the evolving EM and ER technology and the 
potential resources that may be required to facilitate the 
agreed level of application. 

⩺The newly published WWF report will assist FFA Members 
in informed decision making as to strategies to adopt to 
potentially move forward with EM and ER initiatives. 

⩺This matter is comprehensively discussed in the WWF 
Cost Benefit Study.   



EM & WR ????  

⩺There is only going to be more of this!!!
⩺Thank you for your time 
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